Abstract-Beamforming methods using antenna arrays have been used to suppress co-channel interferences in OFDM systems. These methods are grouped into two general classes of pre-FFT and post-FFT schemes. Post-FFT schemes normally exhibit better performance than their pre-FFT counterparts. However, in pilot-assisted OFDM systems the performance of post-FFT schemes drastically degrades due to subcarrier clustering. In this article we show that if the location of the pilots in an OFDM block change periodically the performance of the post-FFT scheme is greatly improved. The performance of this method can even outperform the combined pre/post-FFT schemes.
INTRODUCTION
One main problem affecting the performance of an OFDM system is the impact of co-channel interference (CCI). Conventional single antenna OFDM receivers are not able to cancel such interferences efficiently. An array of antennas have been employed to suppress CCI by spatial domain processing techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Antenna arrays, at the same time, can mitigate the effect of ISI and relax the design of channel equalizers.
In a pilot-assisted OFDM system, reference-based adaptive array algorithms are employed for interference suppression and equalization. Algorithms of this type recruit pilot symbols transmitted by the desired user to produce a weight vector that attempts to minimize the mean square error between the array output and the known pilots at the receiver. Such algorithms can be applied in either time domain [1] [2] [3] [4] or frequency domain [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In general, time-domain array processing which is referred to as pre-FFT scheme has low complexity because only one FFT operation is required. In frequency domain processing, which is named post-FFT scheme, spatial processing of individual subcarriers is performed by applying the FFT operation on the received signal of each antenna. Therefore, post-FFT is computationally much more expensive than the pre-FFT method. In a pilot-assisted OFDM system, pilot subcarriers are transmitted along with data subcarriers in every OFDM block. These pilots are normally used for channel equalization and more recently for interference suppression [1, 2, 9, 10] . In an ideal case if we assume that all subcarriers in an OFDM block are pilot, the post-FFT scheme will always produce superior results compared to the pre-FFT scheme in any system or environmental conditions [11] . However, since this is a non-realistic scenario, clustering of the subcarriers must be applied [11] . In clustering, several adjacent data subcarriers are grouped under one pilot subcarrier. The weight obtained for each pilot subcarrier is identically applied to all data subcarriers in the same cluster. Unfortunately, clustering greatly degrades the performance of the post-FFT scheme [11] [12] [13] [14] .
To resolve this issue, in this article we periodically change the location of the pilots in every OFDM block within a cluster. As it will be shown in the simulation results this pilot relocation greatly compensates the impact of channel especially when it is highly selective. The performance of this method can even outperform the combined pre/post-FFT schemes which it had been proposed earlier in [12] .
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section the principles of the post-FFT scheme in an OFDM system are presented. In Section III the new method is explained which is followed by the simulation results in Section IV.
II. POST-FFT SCHEME Figure 1 illustrates the simplified block diagram of an OFDM system with an adaptive array at the receiver. The data bits after mapping into a known constellation map such as QPSK or QAM are converted to a time-domain signal by an IFFT operation. This process can be written as, [ ]
x , X denote the time-and frequency-domain data vectors, respectively, F is the FFT matrix operator, H denotes the Hermitian transpose, and is the IFFT length. The output of the IFFT is transmitted to the channel after the addition of cyclic prefix (CP). We assume that a multi-path channel with a maximum of L paths exists between the i-th source (desired or interferences) and the array in the form of
where I is the total number of sources and l i a , denotes the l-th channel coefficient (complex random number) of the i-th source. Without loss of generality it is assumed here that the channels of all sources have the same length L.
If an array of K antennas is used, the received signal at k-th antenna at time n is given by
is the transmitted signal of the i-th source. 
In Figure 2 weights are applied to every subcarrier. This is assuming that all subcarriers are pilot. Since there exist only a few pilots in each OFDM block, clustering is applied to every group of data subcarriers as mentioned before. We assume that every OFDM block has P pilots ( P clusters). This means that every cluster has P G / = subcarriers. The output of g-th subcarrier in p-th cluster of q-th block ) , ,
is now given by,
where
where 
represents the known pilot symbols and is the step size.
III. PILOT RELOCATION METHOD
As it will be seen in the sequel if the location of the pilots in every cluster changes periodically the impact of channel will be better compensated. For this purpose, we first assume that the pilot is the first subcarrier in the first OFDM block of every cluster. In the second OFDM block, the second subcarrier in the cluster becomes the pilot subcarrier. This will continue until the last subcarrier in the cluster becomes the pilot. Then this process starts from the beginning. Noting the above algorithm, eq (14) becomes,
In steady state
of the block number . Therefore 
each subcarrier and thereby compensates the selectivity of the channel.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the simulation of the proposed method, we assume an OFDM system, perfectly synchronized, with a CP length larger than the channel length, with 64 = subcarriers (pilot+data), 16-QAM modulation scheme, one desired source and two interferences with equal powers (SIR=-3dB). Different modulation schemes or power levels will shift the BER curve but will not affect the conclusions made here. Pilots were assumed to be distributed uniformly in the OFDM block and the middle subcarrier in every cluster was taken as a pilot for the best performance in the post-FFT scheme. We further assume that normalized channels with different lengths and with real coefficients 0.864, 0.435, 0.253, and 0 for all sources. The desired and interference sources were placed at 70, 20, and 120 degrees, respectively and their reflected paths distributed with angle spread °±15 . Channel noise power was adjusted to have 15dB SNR. T as a function of number of pilots. Without loss of generality we assume the same CIR for all sources. Importantly, as the number of pilots decreases the proposed method shows better performance compared to the conventional method since larger cluster size means less compensation for the channel impact. Clearly, if the selectivity of the channel increases the performance of both methods decrease but we expect to see more performance degradation in the conventional method than the proposed method. If the channel length increases with adding zeros to the previous channel, selectivity of the channel increases. Figure 4 and Figure This implies that the proposed method with half of the weights of its conventional post-FFT counterpart can achieve even better results.
It is obvious that the result of the pilot relocation scheme with 8 pilot subcarriers is not better than the post-FFT scheme with 16 pilots. However, if the selectivity of the channel increases this may happen. 
V. CONCLUSION
Clustering for a frequency selective channel significantly degrades the performance of the conventional post-FFT scheme in a pilot-assisted OFDM system. By changing the location of the pilot in the cluster in a periodic manner in every OFDM block we can greatly improve the performance of the post-FFT scheme with the same computational complexity. Importantly, the proposed scheme demands less number of weights and computational complexity for the same performance in a conventional post-FFT scheme. 
